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What is this Management Plan for?

What is this appraisal for?
Spatial Strategy and Policies CTC19 and policy
CTC20 of the adopted Worcestershire County
Structure Plan 1996-2011, which seek to protect
and enhance conservation areas; and

1 Introduction
What is this Appraisal for?

• Policy ENV12 of the Wychavon District Local
Plan (June 2006) which is intended to ensure
that development preserves or enhances the
character or appearance of conservation areas.

1.1
A conservation area is an area of special
architectural or historic interest, usually the historic
part of a town or village, where we wish to
preserve or enhance its character or appearance.
Part of Evesham is a conservation area.

1.5
Broadly, these policies seek to ensure that the
conservation area is preserved by:
Refusing permission for:

1.2
Under Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 we must pay
special attention to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of the
conservation area. This appraisal identifies the
special interest and character of the Evesham
Conservation Area, and provides guidance on
how the preservation or enhancement of its
character or appearance can be achieved. The
first part of the appraisal identifies its special
interest and character. The second part sets out
management proposals for addressing the issues
identified in the appraisal.

• the demolition of any building or structure if its
loss would damage its character or appearance
• the extension or alteration of a building where
the change would damage its character or
appearance
• development which would be harmful to its
setting or character or appearance
• development which would adversely affect or
result in the loss of historic plots, layouts and
street pattern, important views, open spaces,
tree cover or boundary features within the
conservation area
• signage which would be harmful to the
character or appearance of the conservation
area, and

1.3
The Evesham Conservation Area was designated
in November 1968 and revised in 1989. The
boundary was reviewed in 2007 during the
preparation of this appraisal. The current
conservation area boundary is shown in the
appraisal.

and requiring new development to:
• respect its context in design, including scale,
form, proportion and detailing
• Use materials in accordance with those
traditionally used in that particular part of the
conservation area, and maintain a similar mix
• be located on their sites in a similar way to the
general pattern of building in that part of the
conservation area
• Boundary walls, railings and hedges should be
incorporated in the development in a similar way
to those already in existence in that part of the
conservation area, and these should use similar
materials and detailing, or species, and
• Shop signs to respect the character of the
buildings and quality of the historic environment
in their siting, size, materials and design.

Planning Policy Framework
1.4
This appraisal should be read in conjunction with
the national, regional and the local planning policy
framework, particularly:
• Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 - Planning
and the Historic Environment (PPG15) which
sets out Government policy on the protection of
conservation areas and other elements of the
historic environment;
• Policy QE5 of The West Midlands Regional
1
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1.6
In accordance with the new planning system
introduced in 2004 we are preparing a Local
Development Framework. This will contain
conservation area policies that will supersede the
Structure and Local Plan from 2009.

clues to the history of the town. The streets are a
lively mix of timber framed, stone, brick and
rendered buildings overlaying an earlier Saxon
settlement and medieval market town, and there is
much evidence throughout of its early origin and
changing role in history.

1.7
This appraisal supplements Structure Plan and
Local Plan Policies CTC19, CTC20 and ENV12
and was adopted by the Council on 11th
September 2007.

The special interest of Evesham that justifies
its designation as a conservation area
includes:
Its long history, still evident in it the layout of
its streets, in its buildings and other
structures and in visible archaeological
remains

2 Summary of Special Interest
2.1
Evesham has considerable historic, architectural
and archaeological interest, with more than a
thousand years of settlement history. It was a
significant monastic centre in the Saxon period,
developing into a prosperous woollen and market
town in the medieval period and later a trading
and market gardening centre in the 17th, 18th,
19th and 20th centuries. Each of these principal
phases of development has left a wealth of
historic buildings and structures overlaying an
historic settlement form, with buried
archaeological deposits and high potential for
artefact recovery.

The strong survival of the Saxon, medieval
and post-medieval street pattern, urban form
and buildings, including burgage plots and
rear ancillary buildings
Its significant archaeological potential
The survival of a clear demonstration of
historic social hierarchy within the town,
evident in the size, design and siting of
buildings
The number and quality of historic buildings

2.2
Evesham today is a busy town with the roads and
streets of much of its historic core lined with
shops, banks, offices, cafes, restaurants and
public houses. It was once said to be "the best
occupied weekly market and the greatest
thoroughfare in the county of Worcester or in any
part of this realm", and a memorable feature of the
town today is still the substantial market places at
its heart. It is, however, a conservation area of
contrasts. The often first impression of the limited
view of the town in its tranquil riverside setting and
green parks belies its size, busy streets and
industrious past. Pockets of later market,
warehouse and industrial developments lie behind
the busy commercial street frontages, and behind
the public face of the buildings lining the main
thoroughfares there are gardens and yards in well
defined plots that are divided and defined by brick
walls, many retaining historic barns, workshops,
storage buildings, breweries and stables, giving

The high level of survival of historic fabric
and architectural detailing
The strong visual and historic relationship
between the town and its riverside setting
The siting and prominence of the abbey
The significant contribution of trees and open
space
The conservation area boundary is drawn to
reflect this special interest.
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3 Assessing Special Interest

3.3
The fringes of much of the historic town have
been enveloped by 19th and 20th century
suburban expansion so that the historic
relationship of the town to its horticultural
hinterland is largely lost. The exception is the
remnant area of market garden to the south and
west of the historic core within the loop of the river,
where the former horticultural setting of the town is
preserved. Here the historic relationship of the
town with the river and surrounding land is still
apparent in views on approach from the south and
west. The approach from Pershore towards
Waterside still retains a very pleasant green and
leafy ambience from the dominant presence of
green spaces, trees and the river. Preservation of
these features and ambience of this area is
important to the setting of this part of the
conservation area.

Location & Setting
Location
3.1
Evesham sits astride the River Avon in the Vale of
Evesham. The town is located at the crossroads
of what was once one of the principal highways
between Wales and London and the main route
between the neighbouring historic towns of
Stratford Upon Avon to the north-east and
Tewkesbury to the south-west. It straddles the
river with two urban areas, one to each side of the
river linked by a bridge at an historic crossing
point. The main historic core is sited on a
peninsula above a loop of the river, with the
second area, Bengeworth, rising more gently on
the terraces on the opposite bank.

Historical Development &
Archaeology

Landscape Setting
3.2
The Vale of Evesham stretches from the base of
the Cotswold hills to the east and south and is
bounded by Bredon Hill on the south-west and the
low ridge of the Lenches on the north. It is
divided by the slow, meandering River Avon and is
coated with rich alluvial loam to provide one of the
finest market gardens in Britain.
Evesham sits at the heart of this rich, gently
undulating plain, encircled by the distant hills.

The Origins & Development of
Evesham
3.4
Evesham has its origins in the Saxon period. It
has seen several phases of development
throughout the following centuries, each of which
has left its mark on its plan and built form.

The remains of Evesham's horticultural setting
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3.5
The town we see today dates from around
the 8th century with the foundation of an
abbey by Egwin, Bishop of Worcester,
during AD692-710. This early abbey is
believed to have been within the area of
the inner precinct of the present abbey
site. Documentary evidence indicates that
Evesham was granted the privileges of a
market by Edward the Confessor in 1055,
showing that the town had already by this
date attained some importance. This
Saxon town is thought to have grown up
to the west of the monastic complex,
opposite the main gate to the abbey. The
market place of this early town is assumed
to be the triangular area of Merstow
Green.
The Bell Tower remains of the former abbey

4

Conservation Area boundary
Assumed Market Place
Probable Abbey Precinct
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Information source :
'Archaeological Assessment
of Evesham & Bengeworth' by
'The Central Marches
Historic Towns Survey' 1996.
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date, as well as a weekly market and three annual
fairs. Archaeological evaluation at the Northwick
Hotel at Waterside in Bengeworth has revealed a
number of building plots identified as late 12th
century along the street frontage, confirming early
permanent settlement in Bengeworth along
Waterside as well as Port Street and Church
Street.

3.6
Bengeworth, across the river, is believed to date
from the same time but has a confusing early
history. Both religious houses of Evesham and
Worcester claimed ownership of the settlement,
with a bitter feud between the rival houses. In
Saxon times Bengeworth was called different
names in various charters including Bengwithe,
Bennicworte, Beningeorde and Bengewrthe.

3.11
Evesham had grown by now into a wellestablished market town with an estimated
population of over 1000 residents, likely mainly
serving the demands for goods and services by
the abbey. The occupation of tenants included
weavers, fullers, carpenters, smiths, fishmongers,
bakers, cooks, vintners and millers, indicative of
an urban settlement. Bengeworth at this time was
still mainly a farming hamlet, growing hops and
flax as well as food crops. There is evidence that
it also benefited by its close proximity to the town
and Abbey, making rope and parchment for the
abbey over a long period of time. Both
settlements would have been encircled by their
own common fields, the strips being worked by a
community of peasants and wastelands used for
grazing.

3.7
The fertility of the surrounding land, the natural
defences of the river and peninsula, and the
strategic location of the river crossing point on the
main London route, are likely reasons for initial
settlement and early development of Evesham
and Bengeworth.
3.8
The Domesday Book of 1086 records Evesham as
a monastic town under the sole lordship of the
abbot and convent. There is little information
about trade and commerce of this Saxon town,
but it must have been considerable for it to have
attained the status of a market. The fertility of the
soil in the Vale of Evesham favoured the growth of
a market gardening industry, and it is likely that
produce surplus to town and abbey requirements
would have been sold in the markets.
3.9
Bengeworth is mentioned in the Domesday Book
as Bennicworte, part of the manor of Cropthorne,
meaning 'the farm or estate of Benning', and was
a separate farming hamlet at this date.
3.10
By the end of the 11th/early 12th centuries
Evesham had grown into a medium-sized
medieval town, with a new planned area focussed
on a large funnel-shaped market place running
northwards from the abbey precinct and earlier
Saxon settlement area, now High Street, Market
Square and Vine Street. Documentary evidence
records the existence of Bridge Street and Cowl
Street by 1202, and Oat Street by the early 14th
century. A permanent stone bridge over the river,
at the site of the present Workman Bridge, linked
Bridge Street with Bengeworth from the early 13th
century, probably replacing earlier timber
structures, and burgages are recorded from this
6

Conservation Area boundary
Lower & Outer Abbey Precincts

Information source :
'Archaeological Assessment
of Evesham & Bengeworth' by
'The Central Marches
Historic Towns Survey' 1996.

Tenement Plots
Churchyards
Market Places
Street System
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3.14
The main urban form of the town around Bridge
Street, High Street, Vine Street, Cowl Street, Mill
Street, Oat Street, Chapel Street, Swan Lane, Avon
Street, Bewdley Street, Brick Kiln Street, Littleworth
Street, Boat Lane and Merstow Green was well
established by the late Medieval period, as was
Bengeworth around Port Street, Church Street and
Waterside. A huddle of tightly packed timber and
thatch buildings would have lined these main
streets and lanes, with workshops, storage
buildings, barns and animal buildings in well
defined plots at the rear. Traffic travelling the great
medieval highway from Wales to London would
have passed along Bewdley Street to the market
place, along Bridge Street, over the bridge and
eastward along Port Street in Bengeworth, with
traffic to Stratford running along Bridge Street to
the market place and northward along the High
Street.

3.12
Woollen cloth was produced in Evesham from the
12th century and developed into a cloth
manufacturing industry of more than local
significance by the end of the 13th century. An
Italian document of 1315 names Evesham as one
of the monastic houses supplying wool to the
foreign market, and Evesham probably exported
considerable quantities to the two great medieval
centres of the woollen industry, Flanders and
Florence. In 1337 the town was summoned to
send representatives to a council in London
concerned with foreign trade, along with other of
the chief trading towns in England, probably on
account of its woollen industry, indicating that it
was a place of considerable commercial
importance. Documentary evidence indicates a
range of related woollen textile industries present
both in the town and Bengeworth by this time.
Products included caps, gloves and stockings,
and both settlements are known to have been
equipped with fulling and shearing mills prior to
dissolution, with the fulling mill at Bengeworth
providing cloth for the Abbey.
3.13
The quarrel between the two religious houses over
Bengeworth was finally resolved in 1280, when it
came fully under the control of Evesham Abbey.
Taxation records of 1291 prove that it was one of
the abbey's most valuable properties, gradually
developing during the 13th and 14th centuries into
a village with a population of about 350 persons.
This early village appears to have had some
planned elements, with evidence for this in the
straight road of Port Street, its principal
thoroughfare, and the rectangular plots flanking
either side. The triangular area of land between
the old churchyard gate and Port Street, where
The Talbot Public House now stands, is thought to
have been the market place, with the "Port" in
Portstrete, the medieval road name, meaning
market. By the late 14th/early 15th centuries
buildings fronting the river at Waterside were
demolished and the area used as a wharfage,
indicating the increasing importance of the river
for trade and of the Bengeworth area to the town
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3.15
17 medieval or earlier buildings still survive in the
town and in Bengeworth. The Church of All Saints
and Church of St Lawrence in the abbey precinct
include Norman, 12th, 13th and 14th century work,
and the site of the abbey includes remnant walls
and gateway of the Norman abbey. The Almonry
dates from the 15th century. Other buildings
survive in the market place, in Cowl Street and
Bridge Street. The oldest surviving structures in
Bengeworth are the 14th century remains of the
west tower and porch of the old church situated
within the churchyard in Church Street. Just
across the road is the much altered14th or 15th
century former manor house and probable home
of the priors of Evesham Abbey. Much of the
plans of the Saxon and medieval town of Evesham
and the settlement of Bengeworth are still
preserved and recognisable today in the form of
burgage plots, the siting of buildings, the location
and shape of the market places, the bridging
point and street plans.

Tightly packed buildings in Church Street

3.16
Evesham and Bengeworth both passed to the
Crown on Dissolution in the mid-16th century and
then into private ownership, bringing 800 years of
dominance of the abbey to an end. The abbey
church and monastic buildings were dismantled
and the stone sold for building. Many of the
buildings constructed in the town during the 100
years or so following Dissolution are built from this
stone. Despite the loss of the abbey Evesham
remained a prosperous market town postDissolution with its economic base continuing the
medieval pattern. In 1560 it was said to be "the
best occupied weekly market and the greatest
thoroughfare in the county of Worcester or in any
part of this realm." Bengeworth continued as a
predominantly farming community with some
cottage industry. A town hall was built in the
town's market place in the late 16th century but
otherwise there is no indication of much change or
expansion to the town or Bengeworth in this postmedieval period beyond their Saxon and medieval
plans.

14th century Church of St Lawrence
15th century building
in the Market Place
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Bewdley Street and in Port Street in Bengeworth.

3.17
Evesham was garrisoned by Royalist forces during
the Civil War in the mid-17th century, captured by
Parliamentary forces, and the bridge torn down,
but otherwise the war seems to have left little
mark.

3.21
The Turnpike Acts of the 18th century did much to
improve road communication in and out of
Evesham. In 1770 a Turnpike Trust was set up to
'raise the causeway' between Evesham Bridge and

3.18
The 17th century saw the beginning of a new
period of economic prosperity that would leave its
mark on Evesham and Bengeworth through the
following two centuries. In 1605 a new Charter
included Bengeworth within the incorporated area
of Evesham, finally uniting the two areas.
Investment in the River Avon in the mid-17th
century made it navigable from Tewkesbury to
Stratford, linking the newly enlarged town with the
coastal port of Bristol and opening it up to trade
with the greater part of the country via the River
Severn and, later, the canals.

Brewery in Brick Kiln Street

3.19
Evesham became a river port, developing a river
trade that brought in heavy goods from Bristol
including coal, sugar, tobacco, iron, lead, wood,
beer and wine while exports included corn, local
garden produce and leather goods. Wharves
developed on both sides of the river and the
bridge. All but one of these has since
disappeared, although the locks survive. Spragg's
Wharf, on the north side of the bridge off Castle
Street, has been refurbished in recent years. The
slipway and stone wharf walls remain as evidence
of this once busy port.

A former coaching inn the Northwick Hotel

3.20
The remarkable fertility of the soil in the Vale of
Evesham had favoured the growth of the
gardening industry from the earliest days of the
abbey. During the 17th and into the 18th centuries
this industry developed rapidly and the market
gardens of Evesham becoming famous with
goods sold at the town's markets and transported
wider afield the via the river and road. Hops were
also grown on the outskirts of the town for sale at
the markets and fairs and for use in the town's
brewing and inn keeping industry. Several hop
kilns are known to have existed in Brick-Kiln Street
in the middle of the 18th century and several of
the town's breweries were in this area. Remains of
breweries survive Brick Kiln Street and nearby

Hampton Turnpike, providing an alternative route
from London to Pershore and Worcester. This is
the modern B4084 running along Waterside and
Avonside. With improved communication the
town became an important coaching stop in the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. Coaching inns
lined the main thoroughfares in High Street, Vine
10
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Street, Bridge Street, Waterside and Port Street.
Only one, The Northwick, at Waterside, survives in
similar vein as a hotel, with stables and coach
house at the rear providing evidence of its former
use and role in the town's development. Others,
such as the Woolpack in Port Street and the
Crown in Bridge Street, are now used for
residential or commercial purposes, but are still
recognisable as former inns by their form and the
presence of stable and coach house buildings at
the rear.

Fashionable buildings from the
18th & 19th centuries

3.22
These economic changes and new prosperity
brought no significant alteration to the established
Saxon/medieval town plans, but the appearance
of the town began to be transformed as the
accumulation of generations of old timber
buildings was replaced with new brick buildings or
re-modelled with fashionable new brick frontages.
Today 18th and 19th century buildings and
facades are prevalent in the main thoroughfares in
Bridge Street, High Street, Port Street, Vine Street
and Waterside, where the wealth of residents and
businesses would have been displayed in the new
buildings and architectural fashion of the Georgian
and Victorian periods. The limited extent of
surviving timber-framed structures in the town
suggests that the main streets were substantially
re-built, with renewed buildings overlaying the
footprints of or incorporating earlier structures.
Port Street suffered a devastating fire in 1759
which destroyed most of its early timber framed
buildings. The buildings were quickly reconstructed in brick and stone. There are still
vestiges of the earlier timber framed buildings at
the rear of the newer frontage buildings. The
street patterns established in the Saxon and
medieval periods, however, continued in use
throughout the town in this period, with no new
roads identified other than the improved road at
Waterside.

3.23
By the early 19th century Evesham had a
population of about 4,000 residents and was still
the principal commercial centre of the county
outside Worcester. It was a mix of town and
village with fine houses, churches and chapels
and orchards, farms and market gardens
alongside factories, mills and workshops. Many of
the old timber framed and thatched buildings in
the main streets were replaced with large brick
houses of merchants, bankers, professional men
and well-to-do residents. A wide range of trades
and crafts were carried on in the town. There
were substantial factories and numerous mills and
small workshops and much cottage industry.
11
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3.25
The arrival of the railway to Evesham in the mid19th century had a significant impact on the
prosperity of the town and brought with it its first
expansion since its medieval plan. The railway
brought faster connections to London,
Birmingham, Gloucester and Bristol, opening up
the market for rapid delivery of fresh produce.
The vale developed as a major market gardening
and fruit growing area with Evesham as the main
market and distribution centre, bringing a host of
ancillary services to the town such as agricultural
machinery makers, dealers in artificial manures
and preserving factories. With its ready
accessibility by road and rail the town was also
growing in importance as a shopping centre, with
many of the private residences in the main streets
turned into shops as residents moved to the
outskirts.

Parchment, nails, fertilisers, ropes, were just a few
of the industries in the town and some of the
factories, workshops and cottages housing these
industries are still present in Littleworth Street,
Brickkiln Street and Cowl Street.
3.24
By the mid-19th century river trade was in decline,
replaced by road haulage on the newly improved
Turnpike Roads. In 1856 the old river bridge was
replaced and the river bed dredged, clearing away
osier beds and other obstructions. New pleasure
gardens were laid out in their place. The gardens,
with their avenue of fine specimen trees, circuit
walk and bedding, reflected the Victorian fashion
for urban parks and the growth in the urban
population of the town.

Pleasure gardens at Waterside
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or have been demolished and replaced with flats
and houses.

3.26
The late 19th and early 20th centuries saw the
removal of the markets from the streets and
construction of private livestock markets near the
railway (Smithfield Market) and a vegetable & fruit
market (Central Market) in Avon Street. Breweries,
mills, factories, packing and warehouses were
built behind the High Street in Brick Kiln Street,
Swan Lane, Mill Street and close to the river. The
High Street was extended northwards to the
railway with large new houses lining both sides,
and new streets were laid out with workers'
terraces. Other trades continued alongside the
principal market garden trade, with shoe making,
milling, leather, tanning still important industries,
with glove making for Worcester manufacturers
and nail-making particularly prevalent in
Bengeworth.

3.29
While the historic street plan of the town and many
of the historic buildings lining the main
thoroughfares are largely preserved, 20th century
piecemeal development has had a significant and
largely negative impact on the architectural and
historic integrity of the town. Demolitions, opening
up of land for car parking, modern infill and redevelopment have undermined its quality,
particularly within the secondary streets, most
notably Cowl Street, Oat Street, Swan Lane and
Littleworth Street. A period of economic decline in
the 1980's and 1990's is still reflected in the use
and appearance of buildings, particularly in
Bengeworth, which has become a secondary
shopping area with frequent vacancy and turn
over in shop units and under-investment in
building repairs. 20th century traffic management
measures have had a marked impact on the
character and appearance of the conservation
area, particularly in the High Street and at Merstow
Green, and in Port Street traffic has a negative
impact on the quality of the environment.

Market buildings in Avon Street

3.30
Despite these more recent changes and
problems, Evesham is fortunate in retaining many
of its historic buildings and the integrity of much of
its early Saxon and Medieval plan form. It still has
a wealth of historic buildings with much evidence
in its form and fabric of its origins and changing
role and fortunes throughout its history

Archaeology
3.31
Evesham and the surrounding countryside are rich
in archaeology, indicative of a long period of
settlement in the area.

3.27
Brewery buildings, engineering works, market and
packing buildings are still present in Brick Kiln
Street, Avon Street and Littleworth Street,
illustrating the shift in the economic base of the
town in its later years.

3.32
Mesolithic, Roman and Anglo-Saxon finds have
been found distributed either side of the river and
beyond, including flint artefacts and a quantity of
late Iron Age silver coins. Roman artefacts in the
form of pottery, roof tile and coins have been
found in the area of the abbey, and a cinerary urn
found in Bewdley Street. These are thought to

3.28
Today there are new industrial estates on the
fringes of the town and many of these 19th
century buildings are now used for housing, shops
and other uses such as club premises, car repair,
14
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3.36
The site of the Abbey, the Abbot Reginald's
Gateway, the Old Vicarage, and the porch
remains in Bengeworth on the site of the medieval
church of St Peter in Church Street, are Scheduled
Ancient Monuments. Church Street also has
remains of the Benedictine Priors house dated to
the 14th century probably the hall of a moated
manor house or Benedictine grange belonging to
Evesham Abbey.

relate to Roman settlement in the Avon valley area
generally rather indicative of an early Roman town
on the Evesham site.
3.33
According to documentary evidence a castle was
located at the lower end of Port Street. Built by
the Beauchamp family it was destroyed by Abbott
William of Evesham Abbey between 1149 and
1159. Archaeological excavations in the area
have unearthed a medieval wall, ditches, and
human remains all dated between 1066 - 1540.
Finds of disarticulated human remains in particular
suggests a possible cemetery within the vicinity.

3.37
Excavations and finds in and around the town are
recorded in more detail in an archaeological
assessment of the town produced by County
Archaeological Service in 1996. The assessment
notes that the town contains buried archaeological
deposits with high potential for artefact recovery.

3.34
Excavations in Bridge Street, Mill Street, at the
Abbey and Merstow Green have recorded
medieval pits, gullies and buildings and
recovered bone, pottery, floor tiles, roof tile, coins
and stonework. Post-medieval artefacts comprise
a wide range of types, including ceramic building
materials and coins.

Plan Form
3.38
Evesham has a main linear north-south axis
widening to a long tapering market place mid-way
along its length, crossed by a second east-west
axis leading through Bengeworth. An earlier
triangular market place is off-set to the south-west
of the main axis and a loose triangular junction
marks the site of a former market place between
Church Street and Port Street in Bengeworth. The
principal thoroughfares of High Street, Vine Street,
Bridge Street and Port Street are lined with
burgage plots, with a parallel back lane to the
west of the High Street and possibly one running
parallel to the north of Port Street.

3.35
An archaeological evaluation at the Northwick
Hotel, Waterside, revealed a Mesolithic scatter
and a number of building plots identified as late
12th century along the street frontage. These
buildings appear to have been demolished in the
late 14th to 15th century and the area used as a
wharfage.
Scheduled Ancient Monument Abbot Reginald's Wall, medieval

3.39
A network of secondary streets joins the main
thoroughfares at several points along their
lengths. Those at the northern end of the High
Street and in Port Street serve the 19th century
expansion of the town. Those in the vicinity of the
lower High Street and Bridge Street at Cowl Street,
Oat Street, Mill Street and Swan Lane are part of a
medieval grid pattern of secondary streets. The
large open area of the former abbey precinct
abuts the town to its south.
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Conservation Area boundary
Settlement Area
Roads, lanes and footpaths
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Evesham Conservation Area
3.41
This framework of roads, plots, market places,
lanes and footpaths is medieval and earlier in
origin and is little changed. The relationship of
building to plot and building to road is a
characteristic feature of a medieval town plan.
These features are key elements of the character
and special interest of the Evesham Conservation
Area.

Simple ancillary buildings, Brick Kiln Street

3.42
Modern development has obscured some of the
Saxon and medieval plans in part, particularly on
the south side of Bridge Street, at Merstow Green
and in Cowl Street, Oat Street and Swan Lane.
Here former linear plots, alleys and small cottages
have been lost to re-development, eliminating
much of the tight grain of plots that once
characterised these areas.

Spaces
3.43
Despite its tight urban grain there are significant
areas of open space within the conservation area
that are key to its historic form, character and
appearance.
Frontage buildings & linear rear
buildings & plots, Port Street

3.44
The expansive green open space of Abbey Park
and the linear park along the river at Waterside
(Workman Gardens) provide the settings to the
abbey buildings, the town and the listed buildings
in the vicinity. Abbey Park is also historically
important as the remnant of the Saxon and
Medieval abbey precincts and Workman Gardens
as a Victorian urban park. The green to the front
of Abbey House and The Almonry, the car park at
Merstow Green, the widened junction of Port
Street and Church Street, the Market Place and
the widened streets of Vine Street and High Street,
provide the settings of the surrounding historic
buildings and are historically important to the town
and Bengeworth as their former Saxon and
medieval market places.

3.40
Within this framework the burgage and rectangular
plots of the early town are still apparent. Plots are
well defined and characteristically rectilinear with
narrow frontages. With only occasional exceptions
principal buildings are set on consistent building
lines, sited immediately behind the pavements to
form continuous tightly packed lines of buildings
flanking and facing both sides and following the
lines of the roads. In many cases attached and
detached barns and other ancillary buildings
stretch from the main building into the rears of the
linear plots, with their roofs set at right angles to
the frontage buildings and often defining a side
boundary. These ancillary buildings are simple
and subservient in form and design to the
principal frontage building. This distinctive
relationship of buildings to plots is a characteristic
feature of a medieval town plan and a distinctive
feature of Evesham.
17
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parks gives clear views of the town in its riverside
setting and of Workman Bridge linking the two
principal historic areas. The town in its elevated
riverside setting, the bell tower of the former
abbey site and the bridge are all landmark
features signalling arrival. The Abbey Tower is
also visible evidence of the long history of the
town and the bridge of the historic links between
the once separate areas of the early town and
Bengeworth.
15th century building in the Market Place

Workman Gardens

The green in front of The Almonry

Riverside setting & Workman Bridge

3.45
Less apparent, but just as important to the special
interest and character of the conservation area are
the rear yards and plots. Many of these remain as
open yards with ancillary buildings or largely
undeveloped plots. While the full extent of these
may not be entirely publicly visible, the lack of
interruption by modern buildings and occasional
planting contributes to an impression of space at
the rear of the built up street frontages,
appreciated from glimpses over boundaries,
between buildings and from footpaths, lanes and
roads to the rear. These spaces also provide the
setting of buildings and are historically important
as the space characteristically found behind
frontage buildings on the plots of the medieval
town plan.

Bengeworth linked by Workman Bridge

Keys Views & Vistas
3.46
There are uninterrupted views of the fringe of the
town in its riverside setting on approach from the
west and south. The open space of the riverside
18
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View into rear, Cowl Street

Waterside from Abbey Park

View into rear plot, Brick Kiln Street

3.47
The preservation of these key views is essential to
the character and appearance of the conservation
area.
3.48
Other notable views within the conservation
include those from Abbey Park across the river to
Workman Gardens, from Bridge Street over
Workman Bridge to the upper end of Port Street
and vice versa, and those of the spaces and
buildings at Merstow Green.
3.49
The views from Abbey Gardens show the
buildings along Waterside and Workman Gardens
in their riverside setting. The views along Bridge
Street into Port Street, and vice versa, clearly show
the linear form of the streets, their historic link over
the river and their former role as a principal
historic route in and out of the town. The outlines
of the closely packed buildings flanking the streets
are clearly visible in these views as they descend
to the river, illustrating their historic plan and roof
forms. The siting and form of the older Saxon
market place, the largely Norman and medieval
surviving buildings of the abbey and their
relationship to the town and its historic
development are clearly visible in the views at
Merstow Green. The buildings around the green
also form the end stops and focal points of views
across the green and into Vine Street.
1916

3.50
From the network of streets, lanes and footpaths
behind the principal thoroughfares there are
frequent views into the rear of plots and buildings.
This constant visual link with these rear plots, with
views of their yards, trees and ancillary buildings,
and to the rear elevations of the main buildings
fronting the street, makes a significant contribution
to, and is an important component of, the
character and appearance of the Conservation
Area. In some cases these views are limited to
glimpses, but nevertheless are part of the
cumulative appreciation of the way in which the
town has developed and how its buildings remain
linked to their historic plots. Notable views are

Evesham Conservation Area
4.3
Modern development and traffic pressures have
left their mark on the quality of the townscape.
Nevertheless it still retains a strong sense of
history and identity with each of its development
phases through its history still readily identifiable.

those from Brick Kiln Street, Cowl Street, Oat
Street, St Egwine's Road and the Old Brewery car
park from where the rears of properties fronting
the High Street are clearly visible.
3.51
The long straight or gently curving streets of the
town give numerous street vistas from which its
form, historic development and buildings can be
appreciated. The most notable vistas are those
along the length of the High Street. These show
the siting and form of the medieval market place
and progression of buildings the length of the
street, clearly illustrating the central role of the
market place in the town's development and the
historical development of this principal
thoroughfare.

Character Areas
4.4
There are several distinct character areas within
the conservation area:
• The Abbey Precinct
• Merstow Green
• Vine Street, Market Place and lower High Street
• Bridge Street
• Cowl Street and Oat Street
• Upper High Street
• Brick Kiln and Littleworth Streets
• Bengeworth
• Workman Gardens and Waterside

3.52
The preservation of these key views and vistas is
essential to the character and appearance of the
conservation area.

The Abbey Precinct
4.5
This is the area of remnant open space of the
Saxon and Medieval Abbey precincts. The area
stretches to the river and includes St Lawrence's
Church, All Saints' Church, The Bell Tower, the
remains of the west wall of the north transept of
the abbey and the allotments at the rear of Abbey
Gatehouse.

4 Character Analysis
General
4.1
Evesham is a busy country town at the crossroads
of main through routes. The focus of its historic
core is its shopping streets, lined with shops,
supermarkets, cafes, restaurants, banks and
offices and are busy with pedestrians and traffic.
The presence of national retailers, an indoor
shopping centre, large buildings and a long wide
high street give the sense of a large town centre
despite its modest size.

4.6
The buildings stand at the highest point of the site
above the river within a substantial area of green
space, at the southerly fringe of the busy streets
of the town. The open spaces of the former
precinct are complemented by the presence of
mature trees which contribute to the setting of the
buildings and remains. The green spaces, trees
and river lend this area a sense of quiet despite its
proximity to the busy town centre, and these are
key features of this part of the conservation area.
The surviving abbey buildings and the precinct are
also tangible evidence of the early monastic
origins of the town. This is a quiet area of space
used primarily for recreation and pedestrian
access to the churches. The buildings and
remains are all listed. Much of the area, including
the site of the allotments, is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument.

4.2
It is a conservation area of contrasts, with modern
businesses in Victorian warehouse and factory
buildings behind the principal buildings of the
High Street, pockets of quieter residential areas,
streets of buildings constructed in a variety of
materials and architectural styles spanning
several different periods together with a significant
swathe of quiet open space at its fringe.
Underlying the present day town are the earlier
Saxon settlements and medieval market town, still
apparent in the layout of roads, plots and
buildings.
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Abbey Precinct
Brick Kiln Street
and Littleworth Street
Upper High Street
Cowl Street
and Oat Street
Bridge Street
Vine Street, Market Place
and Lower High Street
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Workman Gardens
Merstow Green
Bengeworth
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